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NOTES AND COMMENTS

ON "REPUTATION"REFINEMENTSWITH HETEROGENEOUSBELIEFS
BY PIERPAOLOBATIGALLI AND JOEL WATSON1

CONSIDERA REPEATEDGAMEwith incompleteinformationin which a patient long run
player,whose type is unknown,faces a sequenceof shortrun opponents(as in Fudenberg
and Levine (1989)).The standard"reputation"result is that the patient long run player
can obtain an averagelong payoff almost equal to the Stackelbergpayoff of the stage
game by consistentlyplayingas a Stackelbergleader. In the analysis,one generallytakes
as fundamentalan assumptionthat the playershave commonpriorbeliefs on the states
of the world and that behavior is consistent with the concept of Bayesian Nash
equilibrium.However, these related suppositionshave been called into question as
unrealisticand too stringent(cf. Gul (1991)).In manygames of incompleteinformationa
player'spriorprobabilitieson types (or states of the world)are best regardedas purely
subjectivepsychologicalparameters,unknownto the modeler and to this player'sopponents. Therefore,it is importantto understandwhether the standardreputationresults
(amongothers)are impliedby weakerassumptionson the knowledgeand behaviorof the
players.In fact, as Watson (1993) demonstrates,the reputationresult does not require
equilibrium.It is impliedby a weak notion of rationalizabilitywith some restrictionson
the beliefs of the players.
Here we qualifyWatson's(1993)studyand extendthe line of inquiryof Watson(1993)
and Battigalli(1994) concerningsettings in which reputationsare effective. As Watson
shows,two main conditionson the beliefs of the players,along with weak rationalizability, implythe reputationresult. First,there must be a strictlypositiveand uniformlower
boundon the subjectiveprobabilitythat playersassignto the "Stackelbergtype."Second,
the conditionalbeliefs of the short run playersmust not be too dispersed.Watson(1993)
does not explicitlyindicate on what the updated beliefs of the short run players are
conditioned.We make this explicit and show that it is necessaryto assume that the
conditionalbeliefs of the shortrun playerssatisfya stochasticindependenceproperty(cf.
Battigalli(1996)). We also comment on the dispensabilityof equilibriumregardingthe
reputationresult in gameswith two long run players.

1. THE PERTURBED REPEATED GAME MODEL

A finite two-playerstage game G = (A1,A2; u1, u2} is infinitelyrepeated. Let at =
(at, at) EA1 xA2 denote the pair of actions chosen in period t. A fixed individualwith
objectivefunctionE,= 15 1ul(a')playsin the role of player1. It is assumedthat player1
is patient(i.e. her discountfactor 8 is arbitrarilyclose to one). Player1 faces a sequence
of shortrun opponents2i, i = 1,2,.... Player2i's payofffunctionis U2(a9). ("2"refersto
the set of short run opponents.)
Watsonthanksthe NationalScienceFoundationfor Support(SBR-9422196).
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Suppose for simplicity that player 2 has a single-valuedbest response function
(stagegame) payoff is
BR: A1 -+A2. Playerl's Stackelberg
u* = max ul(al, BR(al)).
a1 EA1

action is a fixed action a* which attainsthe maximumabove;i.e.
Player l's Stackelberg
u* = ui(a*, BR(a*')).

Let H, denote the set of histories through period t. That is, Ht = (A1 xA2)t. Let
is the singleton containing the empty initial history.
Assumingperfectmonitoring,a strategyfor player1 is a mappingsl : H -+A1.A strategy
for player 2i is a mapping A: Hi -*A2. Player l's strategyspace is denoted Sl, while
player 2i's strategyspace is denoted S'. The set of strategyprofiles is thus S - S, x
n,= iS? Let 2)-(A1xA2) be the set of infinitehistories.Each profiles E S inducesa
uniquehistoryh (s) E H,,. For any finitehistoryht E Ht, let S1(ht)be the set of strategies
for player1 that are consistentwith historyh,. That is, s, E S1(ht)if and only if there is a
profile s-1 of strategies for the players 2 such that h, is the t-period truncationof
hoo(sl,s_ 1). We focus on the set H: = ({al*)xA2) of historiesin which player 1 always
playsthe Stackelbergaction. Let Ht* =((a*) xA2)t and let H* U,=o H
At each informationset in the game (after all histories),the playersentertainbeliefs
about the strategies of the others. For example, conditionalon a given history,each
player2i formsa belief aboutthe strategiesof player1 and the other players2. We focus
on each player2i's conjectureconcerningthe strategyof player 1. Formally,conditional
on each historyh E H, player2i's conjectureis ,u4E AS1,a probabilitydistributionover
player l's strategies.2Note that AO'is this player'sconjectureat the beginningof the
game. Player2i also formsconditionalbeliefs about the strategiesof the other players2,
but we do not model these directly.Below we assume that the beliefs of the short run
players obey Bayes' rule and have a stochastic independence property. (Our main
contributionis in makingthe latter conditionexplicit.)
We consider a perturbedversion of this repeated game in which player 1 may be a
"crazy"type committed to play a given strategy.In particular,player 1 may be the
Stackelbergtype playing the strategy s*, where s4(h) =a for all h e H. The set of
possible types is otherwiseunrestricted.Since the opponents'payoffs are not directly
affected by player l's type, we do not need to model the type space explicitly.We
implicitly assume that player l's opponents have some subjectivejoint probability
measure on player l's types and strategies,which assigns positive probabilityto the
Stackelbergtype and we considerthe marginalon the strategyspace.3Furthermore,we
assume that there is a commonlowerbound to the subjectiveprior probabilitiesof the
H= U0 lHt, where Ho={+}

Stackelberg strategy (type): there is some real number E E (0,1), known to player 1, such

that
(1)
2

+4({s*))

> e

for each i.

EndowS1 with the o-algebrainducedby finite histories.
discussionof how the crazytypes are interpreted,see Watson(1994).
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2. STOCHASTIC INDEPENDENCE

Note that, althoughthe payoffof a short run player2i is not affectedby the behavior
of other short run players,in general player2i's expectationsare given by probabilistic
beliefs on the set of strategy profiles S1 x S2 X *. x S2- 1 x S2+ 1... . These beliefs might
exhibit correlationacross players. Even if they are ex ante uncorrelated,conditional
beliefs mayexhibitcorrelationafter a zero-probability
history.This meansthat player2i's
conditionalprobabilitythat player1 is playinga given strategys, maybe directlyaffected
by previousactions of some players2j (j < i). We exclude this possibilityby assuming
that expectationssatisfythe following stochasticindependenceproperty:for each player
2i, each historyh E H, and each T1c S1,
.L(T1),4(S1(h))
(2)
= 14(T1 n Sl(h)).
This assumptionstates that, after historiesconsistentwith his/her initial conjecture,
player 2i's conditional conjecturesabout player l's strategy(a) do not depend upon
expectationsaboutthe behaviorof the other shortrun playersand (b) are consistentwith
Bayes' rule. Obviously,this condition must be satisfied for every positive probability
historyif prior beliefs are uncorrelated.But stochasticindependencerequiresthat the
conditionhold even if h contains some unexpectedactions by other short run players.4
3. REPUTATION

In this section we clarify the role of stochastic independence in extending the
reputation result of Fudenberg and Levine (1989) to a nonequilibriumframework
without common priors (Watson (1993)). Given player 2i's conditionalbeliefs and any
historyh E H, let wih be the probabilitythat this playerassignsto player 1 selectingthe
Stackelbergaction al after historyh. (Formally,iih = p4'(Sl(h,(al,a*))), where a2 eA2
is arbitrary).For any set X, let #X denote the cardinalityof X.
LEMMA1 (cf. Fudenbergand Levine(1989)5): Takeanyinfinitehistoryh,. E H* andfor
each t let h, E Ht* be the t-periodtruncationof h.. If player2i's beliefssatisfyconditions(1)
and (2), thenfor all E (0, 1),
(3)

#

<

{}

ln e
< ln:

PROOF:
Note that since
> 0 and s* e
1), it is the case that
A4({s)
Sl(ht+
property,we have
,I(S1(h,+ 1))> 0. Using this, along with the stochasticindependence
that Tiht= pit(S1(ht+ 1)) = ,4(S1(h,+ 1))/,41L(S1(ht)).Note that S1(h0)= S1 and so
,I.4(S1(h0)) = 1. Thus, using the equationfor /iht, we have Hlk0=rit = /I4(Sl(hk+ )), for
each positive integer k. Since s* e Sl(hk+ 1) for all k, our lower bound assumption
impliesthat /4(Sl(hk+ e))2 E. Thus H= 0r>ht> e. Supposewiht < ; for K integers.Since
ihte [0,1] for all t, it must be that eK2e. Taking logarithmsestablishesthe result.
Q.E.D.
4 This formulationis sufficientfor the purposesof this note. A more complete formulationin
termsof conditionalprobabilitysystemsis put forwardin Battigalli(1994, 1996).
SFudenberg and Levine (1989) obtain equation(3) for Stackelberghistorieson the Bayes-Nash
equilibriumpath,while we considerarbitraryStackelberghistorieswhichmayhave zero probability
accordingto the subjectiveprior,u'.
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of the extensiveformof the multistagegame.Beliefs are obtainedin the limit as

The proof makesclear that underthe stated assumptions,along any Stackelbergpath,
the conditional probabilityof the Stackelbergstrategy (or type) is a nondecreasing
functionof time and the conditionalprobabilityof the Stackelbergactionis never smaller
than e. The exampledepictedin Figure 1 shows that these propertiesneed not hold if
the stochasticindependenceassumptionis violated. Considerthe conditionalprobabilities obtained as the "correlatednq-trembles"
depicted in the figurebecome negligible.6
Under these conditionalprobabilities,player 22 sees player21's choice of action 1 as a
signalthat player1 is the normaltype. Player1 maynot be able to establisha reputation
when the players2 hold such (unreasonable)beliefs. Therefore,Watson's(1993) reputation result does not hold if the stochasticindependenceassumptionis not satisfied.The
versionof Watson'sresult stated below makes this assumptionexplicit.
Let v denote player l's prior expectationregardingthe strategies of the players 2.
Then playerl's supremumexpectedpayoffis given by
F001

w1(V)=

Sup (
slES,

at lul(at(sl,s1))]v(dsi)J

[(1-)
S-1

t=1

where at(s) is the pair of actionsinducedby profile s in period t. The followingtheorem
shows that if the short run opponents'conditionalexpectationsare not too diverseand
satisfy conditions (1) and (2), then a patient player 1 is able to get (almost) the
Stackelbergpayoffin the long run.
THEOREM 1 (cf. Watson (1993)): Fix e > 0. Let A be a set of systemsof conditional
assumethat A is
probabilities/ = ( /h)he H satisfyingconditions(1) and (2). Furthermore,
compactwithrespectto thefollowingquasimetric:7

d( , )=

sup

{17 h_

1)

heH*

6
Such conditionalprobabilitiescan be representedas part of an extensive form assessment
(behaviorstrategiesand beliefs) satisfyingBayes'rule whereverpossible.
7The compactnessassumptioncan be relaxed.See the discussionof a more general assumption
in Watson(1993).
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Assume that player 1 believesthat each short run opponentmaximizeshis conditional
expectedpayoffgivensome ,uE A. Thenthereis a positiveintegerK, whichdependson A
and e, such that
(4)

wl(v) 2 5Ku* + (1 -8K)

min u(a,

a2).

a2E A2

PROOF: Watson's(1993) proof invokes the lemma of Fudenbergand Levine (1989)
that we have generalizedhere. It is enough to notice that stochasticindependenceis
implicitin Watson'sanalysis.One can then substituteour lemma for that of Fudenberg
Q.E.D.
and Levineand then followWatson'sproof.

4. REPUTATION WITH A LONG RUN OPPONENT

We wish to point out that the reputationresult also holds in a weak rationalizability
settingfor games in whichboth players1 and 2 are long run players.It is not difficultto
extend the result of Schmidt(1993) on games of "conflictinginterests"to the setting of
In such games,playerl's Stackelbergaction holds player2's stage
weak rationalizability.
game payoff to the minmax level. Suppose player 2 believes with some probability
14(s1) 2 e that player 1 adopts the Stackelbergstrategy.Furtherassume that player 1
knowsthis and believes that player2 maximizeshis/her expectedpayoff given his/her
belief. Then, letting 8 be the discountfactor of player 1, we obtain inequality(4) again,
where K dependson E and the discountfactor of player2.8
We should note that this result can also be generalizedalong the lines of Cripps,
Schmidt,andThomas(1993),who findboundson equilibriumpayoffsin generaltwo-player
repeated games. (Schmidt(1993, p. 344) describes a version of this extension.) The
boundsare of the same form,in that a playercan only establisha reputationfor playinga
particularaction each period,but the boundsare weakerthan the "Stackelberg"
variety.
Watson(1996) uses a differentmethodologyto show that playerscan establishreputations for usingmore complicatedstrategiesin a nonequilibriumcontext,when playersuse
"forgiving"strategies.
Dept. of Economics, Princeton University,Princeton, NJ 08544-1021, U.S.A.
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